Abstract
Introduction
Pervasive computing [ 10, 261 promises a computing infrastructure that seamlessly and ubiquitously aids users in accomplishing their tasks and that renders the actual computing devices and technology largely invisible. The basic idea behind pervasive computing is to deploy a wide variety of smart devices throughout our working and living spaces. These devices coordinate with each other to provide users with universal and immediate access to information and support users in completing their tasks. The hardware devices and networking infrastructure necessary to realize this vision are increasingly becoming a reality, yet precious few applications run in this infrastructure. Notable excepThis lack of applications is directly related to the fact that it is difficult to design, build, and deploy applications in a pervasive computing environment. The pervasive computing space has been mapped as a combination of mobile and stationary devices that draw on powerful services embedded in the network to achieve users' tasks [SI. The result is a giant, ad-hoc distributed system, with tens of thousands of devices and services coming and going. Consequently, the key challenge for developers is to build applications that continue to provide useful services, even if devices are roaming across the infrastructure and if the network provides only limited services, or none at all.
As part of our research into pervasive computing, we are building one. world, a system architecture for pervasive computing [14] . Based on our experiences with this architecture, we believe that existing distributed computing technologies are ill-suited to meet this challenge. This is not to say that discovery services [ I , 2, 81 or application-aware adaptation [ 191 are not useful in a pervasive computing environment. On the contrary, we consider them clearly beneficial for pervasive computing applications. However, they are not sufficient to successfully design, build, and deploy applications in the pervasive computing space.
Moreover, we argue that current approaches to building distributed applications are deeply flawed along three axes, which -to express their depth -we call fault lines. In the rest of this paper, we explore the three fault lines in detail; they are summarized in Table l . First, Section 2 makes our case against distributed objects and outlines a more appropriate approach to integrating application data and functionality. Next, Section 3 discusses the need to write applications that continuously adapt in a highly dynamic environment. Finally, Section 4 argues for a common pervasive computing platform that spans the different classes of devices. We conclude this paper in Section 5. 
Data and Functionality
Programming and distributing applications is increasingly unmanageable
The first fault line concerns the relationship between data and functionality and how they are represented. Several distributed systems, such as Legion [ 161 or Globe [25] , are targeted at a global computing environment and have explored the use of objects as the unifying abstraction for both data and functionality. We are skeptical about this use of objects for distributed computing for two reasons. First, objects as an encapsulation mechanism are based on two assumptions: (1) Implementation and data layout change more frequently than an object's interface, and (2) it is indeed possible to design interfaces that accommodate different implementations and hold up as a system evolves. However, these assumptions do not hold for a global distributed computing environment. Increasingly, common data formats, such as HTML or PNG, are specified by industry groups or standard bodies, notably the World Wide Web Consortium, and evolve at a relatively slow pace. In contrast, application vendors compete on functionality, leading to considerable differences in application interfaces and implementations and a much faster pace of innovation.
Second, it is preferable to store and communicate data instead of objects, as it is generally easier to access passive data rather than active objects. In particular, safe access to active objects in a distributed system raises important issues, notably system security and resource control, that are less difficult to address when accessing passive data. This is clearly reflected in today's Internet: Access to regular HTML or PDF documents works well, while active content results in an ever continuing string of security breaches [ 
171.
Based on these two realizations, we argue that data and functionality should be kept separate rather than being encapsulated within objects.
At the same time, data and functionality depend on each other, especially when considering data storage and mobile code. On one hand, data management systems alCommon system platform with an integrated API and a single binary format Heterogeneity of devices and system platforms ready rely on mobile code for their services. For example, Bayou propagates updates as procedures and not simply as data [23] . The Oracle8i database not only supports SQL stored procedures, but also includes a fully featured Java virtual machine [ 1 11. On the other hand, mobile code systems have seen limited success in the absence of a standard data model and the corresponding data management solutions. For example, while many projects have explored mobile agents [ 181, they have not been widely adopted, in part because they lack storage management. Java, which was originally marketed as a mobile code platform for the Internet, has been most successful in the enterprise, where access to databases is universal [21] .
The result is considerable tension between integrating data and functionality too tightly -in the form of objects -and not integrating them tightly enough. one.wor/d resolves this tension by keeping data and functionality separate and by introducing a new, higher-level abstraction to group the two. In our architecture, data is represented by tuples, which essentially are records with named and optionally typed fields, while functionality is provided by components, which implement units of functionaly. Environments serve as the new unifying abstraction: They are containers for stored tuples, components, and other environments, providing a combination of the roles served by file system directories and nested processes [5, 12, 241 in more traditional operating systems. Environments make it possible to group data and functionality when necessary. At the same time, they allow for data and functionality to evolve separately and for applications to store and exchange just data, thus avoiding the two problems associated with objects discussed above.
To summarize, we are arguing that data and functionality need to be supported equally well in large distributed systems, yet also need to be kept separate. We are not arguing that object-oriented programming is not useful. one. world is implemented mostly in Java and makes liberal use of object-oriented language features such as inheritance to provide its functionality.' At the same time, our architecture clearly separates data and functionality, using tuples to represent data and components to express functionality. their data between nodes. Checkpointing and migration are useful primitives for building failure resilient applications and for improving performance in a distributed system. Furthermore, migration is attractive for applications that follow a user as she moves through the physical world.
Checkpointing and migration ,affect an environment and its contents, including all nested environments. Checkpoint-
Programming for Change
The second fault line is caused by transparent access to remote resources. By building on distributed file systems or remote procedure call packages, many existing distributed systems mask remote resources as local resources. This transparency certainly simplifies application development. From the programmer's viewpoint, accessing a remote resource is as simple as a local operation. However, this comes at a cost in failure resilience and service availability.
Network connections and remote servers may fail. Some services may not be available at all in a given environment. As a result, if a remote service is inaccessible or unavailable, distributed applications cannot provide their services, because they were written without the expectation of change.
We believe that this transparency is misleading in a pervasive computing environment, because it encourages a programming style in which a failure or the unavailability of a resource is viewed as an extreme case. But in an environment where tens of thousands of devices and services come and go, the unavailability of some resource may be the common (or at least frequent) case. We are thus advocating a programming style that forces applications to explicitly acquire all resources, be they local or remote, and to be prepared to reacquire them or equivalent resources at any time.
In one.world, applications need to explicitly bind all resources they use, including storage and communication channels. Leases are used to control such bindings and, by forcing applications to periodically renew them, provide timeouts for inaccesible or unavailable resources. While leases have been used in other distributed systems, such as Jini [2] , to control access to remote resources, we take them one step further by requiring that all resources be explicitly bound and leased. Furthermore, resource discovery in one. world can use late binding, which effectively binds resources on every use and thus reduces applications' exposure to failures or changes in the environment [ 
11.
This style of programming for change imposes a strict discipline on applications and their developers. Yet, programming for change also presents an opportunity by enabling system services that make it easier to build applications. one. world provides support for saving and restoring application checkpoints and for migrating applications and 'Though, for several features, including the implementation of tuples, mixin-based inheritance [4] and multiple dispatch as provided by MultiJava [7] would have provided a better match than Java's single inheritance and single dispatching of methods.
ing captures the execution state of all components in an environment tree and saves that state in form of a tuple, making it possible to later restore the saved state. Migration moves an environment tree, including all components and stored tuples, from one device to another. Since applications already need to be able to dynamically acquire resources they need, both checkpointing and migration eschew transparency and are limited to the resources contained in the environment tree being checkpointed or migrated. As a result, their implementation in one. world can avoid the complexities typically associated with full process checkpointing and migration [ 181, and migration in the wide area becomes practical.
To summarize, the main idea behind programming for change is to force developers to build applications that better cope with a highly dynamic environment, while also providing primitives that make it easier to implement applications.
The Need for a Common Platform
The third fault line is rooted in the considerable and inherent heterogeneity of devices in a pervasive computing environment. Computing devices already cover a wide range of platforms, computing power, storage capacity, form factors, and user interfaces. We expect this heterogeneity to increase over time rather than decrease, as new classes of devices such as pads or car computers become widely used.
Today, applications are typically developed for specific classes of devices or system platforms, leading to separate versions of the same application for handhelds, desktops, or cluster-based servers. Furthermore, applications typically need to be distributed and installed separately for each class of devices and processor family. As heterogeneity increases, developing applications that run across all platforms will become exceedingly difficult. As the number of devices grows, explicitly distributing and installing applications for each class of devices and processor family will become unmanageable, especially in the face of migration across the wide area.
We thus argue for a single application programming interface (API) and a single binary distribution format, including a single instruction set, that can be implemented across the range of devices in a pervasive computing environment. A single, common API makes it possible to develop applications once, and a single, common binary format enables the automatic distribution and installation of applications. It is important to note that Java does not provide this common platform. While the Java virtual machine is attractive as a virtual execution platform (and used for this purpose by one.world), Java as an application platform does not meet the needs of the pervasive computing space. In particular, Java's platform libraries are rather large, loosely integrated, and often targeted at conventional computers. Furthermore, Java, by itself, fails to separate data and functionality and does not encourage programming for change, as discussed in Sections 2 and 3 respectively.
Given current hardware trends and advances in virtual execution platforms, such as the Java virtual machine or Microsoft's common language runtime [22] , we can reasonably expect that most devices can implement such a pervasive computing platform. Devices that do not have the capacity to implement the full platform, such as small sensors [ 151, can still interact with it by using proxies or emulating the platform's networking protocols. Furthermore, legacy applications can be integrated by communicating through standard networking protocols, such as HTTP or SOAP [3] , and by exchangingdata in standard formats, such as XML.
A pervasive computing platform that runs across a wide range of devices does impose a least common denominator on the core APIs. Applications can only assume the services defined by the core APIs; they must implement their basic functionality within this framework. At the same time, a common platform does not prevent individual devices from exposing additional services to applications. It simply demands that additional services be treated as optional and dynamically discovered by applications.
As part of our research on one. world, we are exploring how to scale a common platform across the range of devices. Taking a cue from other research projects [6, 13, 15, 201, which have successfully used asynchronous events at very different points of the device space, our architecture also relies on asynchronous events to express control flow. All system interfaces are asynchronous, and application components interact by exchanging asynchronous events. The hope behind this design decision is that it will considerably aid with the scalability of the architecture. one. world's implementation currently runs on Windows and Linux computers, and a port to Compaq's iPAQ handheld computer is under way.
Outlook
In this paper, we have argued that current approaches to distributed computing are ill-suited for the pervasive computing space and have identified three fault lines of existing distributed systems. First, while object-oriented programming continues to provide an attractive paradigm for application development, data and functionality should be kept separate for pervasive computing applications as they typically need to evolve independently. Second, applications need to be explicitly programmed to gracefully handle change. While this style of programming imposes a strict discipline on application developers, it also enables system services, such as checkpointing and migration, previously not available in distributed systems of this scale. Third, pervasive computing requires a common system platform, so that applications can run across (almost) all devices in this infrastructure and can be automatically distributed and installed.
We are exploring how to address these fault lines with one. world, a system architecture for pervasive computing. In an effort to better understand the needs of application developers, we have taught an undergraduate course that leverages one. world as the basis for students' projects. We are also building pervasive applications within our architecture and are collaborating with other researchers in the department to implement additional infrastructure services on top of it. Further information on one.world, including a source distribution, is available at http : / /one. cs .
washington.edu/.
